
We searched tirelessly for a scanning solution that could help our bureau 
go to the next level. PSIGEN was the hands-down winner. 
Paul Neal, Unity ECM: on choosing PSI:Capture Enterprise

[PSI:Capture has] revolutionized the way we do work. We can do twice 
as much with the same amount of labor as before.
Rich Stinnett, BTCO, Inc.: on PSI:Capture’s labor force impact

Value, Paretto’s principle – you get 80% of the key features you need for 20% of the price of [Competitor 
Product] and ease of use – for both the man on the street and the administrators setting up jobs.
Paul Neal, Unity ECM: on reasons he would recommend PSI:Capture

Great product for automating processes that other products require you to script.
Ray Feoli, Inception Technologies, Inc.: on the overview of PSI:Capture

[PSI:Capture is an] extremely useful program we have learned to not live without. Compared to what we 
did before, everything works great.
John Garst, Mountain States Imaging, Inc.: on the features of PSI:Capture

“Stria’s processing costs 
have significantly decreased 
since implementing the 
PSI:Capture system.”
Stria – 30 PSI:Capture Stations

PSIGEN Customers are passionate about our product and their business. 
Are you saying these things about your Document Capture Software? 
If not, call us and see how we can help your Bureau to the next level.



PSI:Capture, with its ADE and OCR indexing has truly revolutionized how we do business.  Indexing was 
always the limiting factor for us, and now that we’ve automated a significant portion of it we are much more 
efficient and our error rate has dropped precipitously. 

Paul Neal, Unity ECM: on the impact of PSI:Capture in a Service Bureau Environment

It is the only software that we use. It is our number one source.

Kristel Marquart, Underground Vaults & Storage, Inc.: on PSI:Capture’s impact on 
business practice.

Highly flexible, yet extremely powerful and easy to configure.

Rich Stinnett, BTCO, Inc.: on the overview of PSI:Capture

It’s helped us automate and streamline everything we do. It 
helps us help our customers. I am able to do everything I 
need with PSIGEN’s Software.

John Garst, Mountain States Imaging, Inc.: on the impact of PSI:Capture in a Service Bureau Environment

The company behind the product is the best thing about it. It might not have a feature today, in working 
with the team the feature will be there soon, or in the next release.

Rich Stinnett, BTCO, Inc.: on the reason he would recommend PSI:Capture

For me, it’s just easy to learn. It does everything and anything you need, and if it doesn’t yet… it will.

Kristel Marquart, Underground Vaults & Storage, Inc.: on PSI:Capture’s impact on business practice. 

We love the auto import feature because we 
use it for everything. Everything goes through 
PSI:Capture in our company.

John Garst, Mountain States Imaging, Inc.: on the features  
of PSI:Capture

“PSI:Capture has provided a 
serious advantage in pricing.  
With such low labor costs, I can 
be extremely competitive, and still 
maintain incredible margin.”
Guardian Document Imaging – 

8 PSI:Capture Stations

“Our workflow process is much more 
streamlined and efficient. Manual 
processing is reduced and the ability to match 
and merge data on the fly has greatly reduced 
our need for administration of projects. 
Image quality is improved and general image 
processing is much easier.”
Mountain States Imaging – 38 PSI:Capture Stations


